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                IN 1947, Rochester and Butler1, using a Wilson cloud chamber in a magnetic field, observed two F-shaped tracks associated with high-energy penetrating showers. The first event consisted of two tracks at minimum ionization starting from a point in the gas, and the angle of the resulting fork was 67. The second event consisted of a minimum ionization track, which was apparently scattered through 20 in the gas of the chamber, but no recoil track was produced. The two events were interpreted respectively as the spontaneous decay of a neutral and of a charged particle, each with a minimum mass of about 1,000 me.
From 1947 to 1949, Butler et al.âˆ— and Barker and Butler3 operated the same cloud chamber at sea-level, but no additional F-shaped tracks were observed. Anderson and his colleagues4, using a similar apparatus, both at sea-level and at an altitude of 3,200 m., found thirty-four examples of the F-shaped tracks, thirty neutral and four charged. They concluded that the interpretation suggested by Rochester and Butler was correct. After consultation with Prof. Carl Anderson, Prof. P. M. S. Blackett has suggested that the particles responsible for the F-shaped tracks should provisionally be called âˆ—F-particles', so postponing a more precise nomenclature until further knowledge of their properties is available.
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        Editorial Summary
V-particles â€” stranger still!
In 1947, Rochester and Butler twice observed that cosmic rays produced peculiar V-shaped tracks in a cloud chamber. These events, they suggested, reflected the decay of unknown particles with masses roughly 1,000 times that of an electron. In 1949 and 1951, Brown et al. and Armenteros et al. offered more extensive corroborating evidence for these 'V-particles', showing that there were at least two different kinds, which produced protons and pions when they decayed. These were the first observations of strange particles â€” now known as kaons, lambdas, cascades and sigmas â€” which are produced by the strong interactions, but can only decay by the weak interaction. See also Nature 160, 855-857 (1947).
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